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them from each other; this, as explained in the early part of
the chapter, is the place for a semicolon. In the Corelli sen-
tence, it is a question between comma and semicolon, either of
which would do quite well.
Shakespeare found a language already to a certain extent established,
but not yet fetlocked by dictionary and grammar mongers,—a versifica-
tion harmonized, but which had not yet.. .—lowell.
While I believe that our language had two periods of culmination in
poetic beauty,—one of nature, simplicity, and truth, in the ballads,
which deal only with narrative and feeling,—another of Art . . .—
lowell.
We were shown in,—and Mavis, who had expected our visit did not
keep us waiting long.—corelli.
HYPHENS
We return here to our usual practice of disregarding every-
thing not necessary for dealing with common mistakes. But
some general principles, most of which will probably find
acceptance, will be useful to start from.
 1.	Hyphens are regrettable necessities, and to be done without
when they reasonably may.
 2.	There are three degrees of intimacy between words, of
which the first and loosest is expressed by their mere juxta-
position as separate words, the second by their being hyphened,
and the third or closest by their being written continuously
as one word. Thus, hand workers, hand-workers, handworkers.
 3.	It is good English usage to place a noun or other non-
adjectival part of speech before a noun, printing it as a separate
word, and to regard it as serving the purpose of an adjective
in virtue of its position; for instance, war expenditure; but there
are sometimes special objections to its being done.   Thus,
words in -ing may be actual adjectives (participles), or nouns
(gerunds), used in virtue of their position as adjectives; and a
visible distinction is needed.  A walking stick is a stick that
walks, and the phrase might occur as a metaphorical description
of a stiffly behaved person: a walking-stick or walkingstick is a
stick for walking; the difference may sometimes be important,

